We propose a hierarchical approach to spatial modeling based on Markov Random Fields (MRF) and multi-resolution algorithms in image analysis. Unlike their geostatistical counterparts that simultaneously specify distributions across the entire field, MRFs are based on a collection of full conditional distributions that rely on local neighborhood of each element. This critical focus on local specification provides several advantages: (a) MRFs are computationally tractable and are ideally suited to simulation-based computation such as MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) methods, and (b) model extensions to account for nonstationarity, discontinuity and varying spatial properties at various scales of resolution are easily accessible in the MRF framework. Our proposed method is computationally efficient and well suited to reconstruct fine scale spatial fields from coarser, multi-scale samples (e.g., based on seismic and production data) and sparse fine scale conditioning data (e.g., well data). It is easy to implement and can account for the complex, non-linear interactions between different scales as well as precision of the data at various scales in a consistent fashion. We illustrate our method using a variety of examples that demonstrate the power and versatility of the proposed approach. Finally, a comparison with Sequential Gaussian Simulation with Block Kriging (SGSBK) indicates similar performance with less restrictive assumptions.
Introduction
A persistent problem in petroleum reservoir characterization is to build a model for flow simulations based on incomplete information. Because of the limited spatial information, any conceptual reservoir model to describe heterogeneities will necessarily have large uncertainty. Such uncertainties can be significantly reduced by integrating multiple data sources into the reservoir model. 1 In general, we have hard data such as well logs, cores and soft data such as seismic traces, production history, conceptual depositional model, regional geological analyses etc. Integrating information from these wide variety of sources into the reservoir model is a nontrivial task. This is because different data sources scan different length scales of heterogeneity and can have different degrees of precision. 2 Reconciling multi-scale data for spatial modeling of reservoir properties is important because different data types provide different information about the reservoir architecture and heterogeneity. It is essential that reservoir models preserve small scale property variations observed in well logs and core measurements and capture the large-scale structure and continuity observed in global measures such as seismic and production data. A hierarchical model is particularly wellsuited to address the multi-scaled nature of spatial fields, match available data at various levels of resolution and to account for uncertainties inherent in the information. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Several methods to combine multiscale data have been introduced in the literature with a primary focus on integrating seismic and well data. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] These include conventional techniques such as cokriging and its variations [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , Sequential Gaussian Simulation with Block Kriging (SGSBK) 12 and Bayesian updating of point kriging 13, 14 . Most kriging-based methods are restricted to multi-Gaussian and stationary random fields. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] They, therefore, require data transformation and variogram construction. In practice, variogram modeling with a limited data set can be difficult and strongly user dependent. Improper variograms can lead to errors and inaccuracies in the estimation. Thus, one might also need to consider the uncertainty in variogram models during estimation. 15 However, conventional geostatistical methods do not provide an effective framework to take into account the uncertainty of the variogram. Furthermore, most of the multiscale integration algorithms assume a linear relationship between the scales.
The objective of this paper is to introduce a novel multiscale scale data integration technique that provides a flexible and sound mathematical framework to overcome some of the limitations of conventional geostatistical techniques. Our approach is based on multiscale Markov Random Fields (MRF) [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 
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Methodology
Our problem of interest is to generate fine-scale random fields based on sparse fine-scale samples and coarse-scale data. Such situations arise when we have limited point measurements such as well data and coarse-scale information based on seismic and/or production data. Our proposed method is a Bayesian approach to spatial modeling based on MRF and multi-resolution algorithms in image analysis. Broadly, the method consists of two major parts (i) construction of a posterior distribution for multiscale data integration using a hierarchical model and (ii) implementing MCMC to explore the posterior distribution.
Construction of a posterior distribution for multiscale data integration.
A multi-resolution MRF provides an efficient framework to integrate different scales of data hierarchically, provided that the coarse scale resolution is dependent on the next fine scale resolution. [16] [17] [18] [19] In general, a hierarchical conditional model over scales 1,…, N (from fine to coarse) can be expressed in terms of the product of conditional distributions
where ) ( n x π , n = 1,…, N, are MRF models at each scale, and the terms ) | ( 1 − n n x x π express the statistical interactions between different scales. This approach links the various scales stochastically in a direct Bayesian hierarchical modeling framework (Fig. 1) . Knowing the fine scale field n x does not completely determine the field at a coarser scale 1 + n x , but depending on the extent of the dependence structure modeled and estimated, influences the distribution at the coarser scales to a greater or lesser extent. This enables us to address multiscale problems accounting for the scale and precision of the data at various levels.
For clarity of exposition, a hierarchical model for reconciling two different scales of data will be considered below.
From this equation, the posterior distribution of the fine scale random field indexed by 1 given a coarse scale random field indexed by 2 can be derived as follows 
In Eq. 3, ) ( 1 x π is a prior distribution of the fine-scale represented by an MRF. We can generalize Eq. 3 to incorporate uncertainty in the prior spatial model
In Eq. 4 Spatial modeling using MRF. In the petroleum literature, several MRF models for discrete data such as Ising, Potts and Strauss models etc. have been used to model the distribution of rock types or sedimentary facies in the reservoir. [20] [21] [22] [23] However, the use of MRF for spatial modeling of continuous data such as permeability and porosity has been rather limited. By far the most prevalent spatial MRF model for continuous data has been the auto-normal model 20, 24 , the so called Gaussian Markov Random Fields (GMRF), although extensions to non-Gaussian distributions are possible. 24 GMRF specify the conditional probability of 1 i x to be normally distributed with a mean that depends upon the elements of its neighborhood, i N ( Fig. 2 )
where ij w can be viewed as interaction coefficients and N i is the neighborhood set of site i. This leads to the following joint distribution of ) , , , (
where W is the nxn interaction matrix whose diagonal elements are unity and off-diagonal elements are -w ij . Note the w ij must be specified so that W is positive semi-definite. The model in Eq. 6 assumes that the conditional variance,
is a constant. This may not be appropriate for heterogeneous environments where the number of neighbors and the local conditional variance might vary. We utilize the following pair-wise difference prior (PDP) conditional distribution that more effectively captures the local properties of the spatial process x
In Eq. 7 β ij are prespecified local spatial parameters with β ij =0 unless i and j are neighbors and θ is a scale parameter controlling the variance in the fine-scale distribution. Eq. 7 is equivalent to a normal local conditional prior distribution of the form
where
. Note that in Eq. 8 both the mean and the variance can be locally varying, allowing for nonstationary spatial modeling.
The selection of β ij in a MRF allows us to incorporate prior subjective and geologic knowledge into the model. Several techniques have been proposed in the literature for the optimal estimation of β ij . 20, 24, 27, 28 The simplest choice is β ij = 1 if i and j are adjacent locations. One might also choose to specify β ij to reflect known local spatial properties of x 1 such as distance between sites. 28, 29 The joint spatial distribution of 1 x can now be determined by a product of its conditional distributions in Eq. 7 as follows
where the sum is over all such pairs of neighbors (i,j) denoted by i~j and 1 n denotes total number of fine grid sites.
A stochastic link model between different scales. Assume two random fields at different scales to be linked so that each component of the coarse field will depend stochastically on the components of the finer grids within the coarse grid. For a link between resolution levels, let us consider a general Gaussian stochastic transformation model 
where n 2 represents total number of coarse grid sites. If
, we have a ω-power averaging model 30 with Gaussian white noise between different resolution levels
We can generalize such stochastic link models to incorporate as many scales as necessary. An example involving three scales representing well, seismic and production data will be presented later.
Prior distribution of scale parameter θ θ θ θ. The third term on the RHS of Eq. 4 represents the prior distribution of the scale parameter θ. We specify a gamma distribution for the scale parameter Simulations using MCMC. The posterior distribution given by Eq. 14 provides a Bayesian framework for reconciling two different scales of data. We can generate multiple realizations from the posterior distribution using Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC). [25] [26] [27] 31 MCMC is well known to be quite versatile and suitable for multivariate or high dimensional problems. The approach can handle non-Gaussian and complex posterior distributions. 27, 31, 32 The essential idea of MCMC is Monte Carlo simulation utilizing Markov Chains. Two practical update algorithms for constructing a Markov Chain with a specified stationary distribution, ) (x π are Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hasting The joint posterior distribution determines each of the full conditionals. Thus random drawings from the target distribution π(x) can be accomplished by a sequence of draws from full conditional distributions. The Gibbs sampling involves sampling from full conditional distributions. This algorithm, therefore, can not be used when the full conditionals have non-standard form or when sampling from the full conditional distribution is computationally difficult. On the other hand, Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is more general and does not require sampling from the full conditionals. [25] [26] [27] 31 From the posterior distribution Eq. 14, the full conditionals for 1 n x and θ follow immediately
where all , We can now simulate
and θ in turn by updating according to the full conditionals.
Our MCMC scheme is carried out in practice by updating each 1 i x using a Metropolis-Hasting step and θ using a Gibbs step. In the single component Metropolis-Hastings algorithm each candidate value,
x is generated from a prespecified proposal distribution. Assuming a symmetric proposal distribution, a candidate
x is accepted with a probability ) , (
Here ) , , | (
is the full conditional distribution of 1 i x given by Eq. 15.
Applications
We illustrate our approach using several examples that demonstrate the power and versatility of the method. The first example involves integration of sparse fine-scale data with coarse scale data. This is the situation encountered, for example, when we have well data and seismic data. The second example involves integration of two coarse scale data and fine-scale conditioning points representing the well data. The coarse scale data can correspond to seismic data and a coarse-scale property distribution derived from inversion of multiphase production history. Finally, we present a 3-D example that incorporates different areal and vertical coarse scale constraints.
Case 1:
Integrating two different scales of data with hard block constraint and uncertainty in scale parameter. This example involves generating fine-scale realizations of permeability based on limited fine-scale conditioning data and a coarse block constraint. We also illustrate our ability to account for uncertainty in the scale parameter in the MRF. A reference permeability field (Fig. 3a) is simulated using GMRF with a first order neighborhood system. The spatial interaction coefficients ij β are set to be 1 β = 20 for vertical adjacencies, and 2 β = 5 for horizontal adjacencies. The simulated grid size is 40 by 40. We randomly sample 80 finescale conditioning points from the reference field (Fig. 3b) . The coarse scale block values are obtained via a geometric averaging (Fig. 3c) . For this example, we assign extremely high precision of the coarse scale data ( 0 2 2 → σ ) that forces the fine scale realizations to preserve exactly the coarse scale block values. We call this a "hard block constraint".
To determine a prior model for θ , we choose a and b in the gamma distribution so that ) (θ π is rather flat over a range of plausible values (a=1 and b=1/0.03). In practice, we expect that the data 1 o x to give a fair amount of information regarding θ .
Based on fine-scale conditioning data and coarse-scale block values we simulate fine scale realizations of lnk from the posterior distribution (Eq. 14) using MCMC. Fig. 4a shows a trace of the sampled values of θ starting from an initial guess * θ =0.03. It appears to converge to a stationary distribution after 300 iterations. We discard the first 2000 iterations as burn-in iterations. A histogram of θ based on the remaining 9000 samples is shown in Fig. 4b indicating a posterior mean of 0.041 with a 95% Bayesian credible interval of (0.0316-0.0510). Fig. 5a shows a cross plot of true k (exhaustive reference) versus simulated k. Fig. 5b compares the true average permeability versus the simulated average permeability. As expected, the fine scale realization reproduces perfectly coarse scale block average because of the hard block constraint. Based on 9000 realizations, we calculated a 95% credible interval and a posterior mean for the estimates. Multiscale MRF provides a general framework to honor more than two different scales of data explicitly accounting for the precision at various levels. In this example we illustrate incorporating three different scales such that the two coarse scales are only related to the fine scale data. This leads to the following Bayesian formulation, with fixed θ (18) where 1 represents fine scale data, 2 and 3 denote coarse scale information. The fine-scale conditioning points can represent well data. The coarse scales can correspond to seismic data and a coarse-scale property distribution derived from inversion of production data.
As mentioned before, we can easily implement linear or non-linear relationship between scales. For example, if we assume a power averaging between the scales, then ) | ( (20) where ω , τ are the exponents of power averaging, n 2 , n 3 represent the number of coarser scale values at levels 2 and 3, and σ 2 , σ 3 control the precision of information at different scales. The resulting posterior distribution can be written as (22) where all ,
As discussed before, a single component Metropolis algorithm (Eq. 17) can be implemented for exploring the posterior distribution (Eq. 21).
The reference permeability field for this example is generated by a sequential Gaussian simulation and shown in Fig. 8a . The grid size is 128 by 64. The fine scale well data correspond to 15 injectors and 27 producers arranged in multiple five-spot patterns. The medium scale data (64x32) (Fig. 8b) was obtained by a geometric averaging of the fine scale values and adding error. The large scale permeability field is derived by a multiscale inversion of water-cut history at the 27 producers using a streamline model. 33 Based on the reference permeability field, we generated 300 days of watercut responses at the producing wells. The water breakthrough times at the wells were matched using a hierarchical scale by scale inversion. 33 The final estimated permeability field on a 32x16 grid is shown in Fig. 8c . Compared to the medium scale, we use a relatively large error variance, 2 3 σ =2, for the large scale to represent its low precision. Using MCMC we simulate fine scale permeability fields that honor three different scales of information viz. limited fine scale conditioning points and two different coarse scale permeability fields. One such realization is shown in Fig. 8d.  Fig. 9 is a cross plot of true versus simulated fine scale permeabilities and shows a reasonable agreement. The reproductions of block averages are shown in Fig. 10 and 11 . The departures from the diagonal line reflect the precision in the data at various scales. Fig. 12 shows the water cut history match at selected producers after the multiscale data integration indicating significant improvements in the production history matching.
Case 3: A 3-D example for integrating three different scales of data. In this example we illustrate a threedimensional case with different vertical and areal block constraints. The reference permeability field is shown in Fig.  13a and is simulated using a GMRF with a second order neighborhood system built on a "thin plate template" designed to generate continuous features in the horizontal directions as observed in sedimentary reservoirs. The simulated grid size is 64x32x16. Fine-scale conditioning data are derived from 45 regularly placed well locations. The medium scale data (64x32x2) (Fig. 13b) is obtained by upscaling the fine scale reference field using a geometric averaging. Finally, the large scale data (16x8x4) is also generated by a geometric averaging of the fine scale data and adding noise (Fig. 13c) . Using a single component Metropolis algorithm we explore the posterior distribution (Eq. 21) that incorporates information from the various scales accounting for the precision of the data. Fig. 13d shows one of the realizations obtained via the multiscale integration procedure.
Comparison with conventional techniques. We compared our proposed method for multiscale data integration with Sequential Gaussian Simulation with Block Kriging (SGSBK), a geostatistical downscaling algorithm. 12 The reference permeability field for this case in shown in Fig. 14a . We have used the same fine-scale sampling locations as in Case-1 (Fig.  14b) . We simulate fine scale fields conditioned to the 80 fine scale conditioning points and coarse scale block values (10x10) obtained by a geometric averaging of the fine scale reference field (Fig. 14c) . Fig. 15 shows a comparison of the fine scale realizations obtained using the proposed method with those from SGSBK.
To evaluate the relative performance of the methods in terms of reservoir forecasting, we simulated water-cut responses from a 9-spot pattern using the reference permeability field (Fig.14a) . We also conducted waterflood simulations using 'ensemble median' models based on 100 realizations from the multiscale MRF and SGSBK. The results are shown in Fig. 16 and indicate similar performance using the two approaches. However, SGSBK requires solution of multiple kriging systems that can be computationally expensive. The additional advantage of the MRF will be its generality viz. ability to handle non-stationarity and complex interactions between scales. Conclusions 1. Markov Random Fields provide an efficient and powerful framework for data integration accounting for the scale and precision of different data types. They are computationally tractable and are ideally suited to simulation-based computation such as MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) methods. 2. Our proposed method is well suited to reconstruct fine scale spatial fields from coarser, multiscale samples (e.g., seismic and production data) and sparse fine scale conditioning data (e.g., well data). The level of reproduction of the coarse scale block constraints can be controlled via explicitly assigned precision parameters. 3. The proposed method allows us to readily integrate as many scales as required by the available data without any significant increase in computational expense. 4. Using our method, we can easily incorporate complex non-linear interactions between scales and uncertainty in the prior spatial model. (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) 
